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In earlier statewide geologic map compilations, a standard approach 
has been to simplify geology, generalize contacts, and exaggerate 
small but important features to achieve a harmonious and consistent 
map that displays well on a single base map at a desired 
scale. Future statewide geologic map compilations will be displayed 
on accurate base maps in a GIS environment. Consistency is less 
important than accuracy to users in this environment and contacts 
should match well with published mapping at larger 
scales. Simplification is still important, but the level of simplification 
should be based on the scale of the map product and not the 
availability of data, as more detail can be added when additional 
mapping is completed. GeMS is a powerful tool that allows users to 
understand accuracy and certainty of map features and locate higher 
resolution source maps, and we should take advantage of these 
capabilities.



STATE GEOLOGIC MAPS
• Designed to be viewed in entirety at a single scale

• Mostly portray geology as a single layer

• Matched to a single basemap

• Are primarily used to understand regional geologic setting

• Users will value consistency and legibility over accuracy at 
larger scales

• A static product that is replaced every generation or two.

STATEWIDE GEOLOGIC COMPILATIONS
• Best viewed partially at a range of scales

• Can show the geology as multiple layers

• Hopefully match well with multiple base maps

• Have multiple uses, including GIS analysis

• Users will value accuracy over consistency and 
legibility at smaller scales 

• Updatable as new data become available

BOTH PRODUCTS REQUIRE

• Consistency in design

• Simplification of geology

• Adequate explanation

HOW ARE STATE GEOLOGIC MAPS AND SEAMLESS 
COMPILATIONS DIFFERENT?



VIRGINIA’S 1993 STATE GEOLOGIC MAP

• 1:500,000-scale paper map 

• Paper map was converted to GIS in 2003

• Originally available as shapefiles and now also 
as a layer in our online map viewer



• Providing regional geologic context

DMME DGMR ESRI Map Viewer showing 500K Geology in the vicinity of Richmond
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Sediments

HOW THE 2003 DATA ARE BEING USED TODAY



• Providing regional geologic context

• Relating other datasets to geology

HOW THE 2003 DATA ARE BEING USED TODAY

DMME DGMR ESRI Map Viewer showing 500K Geology in the vicinity of Richmond



• Providing regional geologic context

• Relating other datasets to geology

• Determining the bedrock under a 
specific property

Bacons Castle
Formation

Chesapeake 
Group

500K Map – web viewer 24K Geologic Map

HOW THE 2003 DATA ARE BEING USED TODAY



OBJECTIVES OF A SEAMLESS STATEWIDE GEOLOGIC COMPILATION

• Provide users with an up-to-date, simplified, gapless, and seamless 
(but not necessarily consistent) understanding of geologic conditions 
in the state.

• Show geologic features appropriate for the range of scale.

• Establish boundaries between geologic units that are precise within 
the appropriate scale range and accurate at larger scales.



VIRGINIA’S CURRENT STATE GEOLOGIC MAP COMPILATION

• 2-layer GeMS  level 2 geodatabase



Simplified line symbology

Minor faults and dikes not shown

Minimum unit thicknesses

Logical lumping of units

No structural data
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VIRGINIA’S CURRENT STATE GEOLOGIC MAP COMPILATION

• 2-layer GeMS level 2 geodatabase

• Useful scale of final product will range from 
1:250,000 to 1:500,000.

• 10 meter DEM base map

• Digitizing at 1:24,000-scale

Stanardsville 24K map - USGSEdinburg 24K
Massanutten Mountains



Roanoke 100K Geologic Map

VIRGINIA’S CURRENT STATE GEOLOGIC MAP COMPILATION

• 2-layer GeMS level 2 geodatabase

• Useful scale of final product will range from 
1:250,000 to 1:500,000.

• 10 meter DEM base map

• Digitizing at 1:24,000-scale

• Comparing 2003 line work to georeferenced 
source maps, and modifying or replacing lines to 
improve accuracy.



Cornwall 24K map
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VIRGINIA’S CURRENT STATE GEOLOGIC MAP COMPILATION

• 2-layer GeMS level 2 geodatabase

• Useful scale of final product will range from 
1:250,000 to 1:500,000.

• 10 meter DEM base map

• Digitizing at 1:24,000-scale

• Comparing 2003 line work to georeferenced source 
maps, and modifying or replacing lines to improve 
accuracy.

• Updating geology in areas of more recent mapping

• Data sources are assigned to individual contact 
segments

• Establishing minimum lengths for faults, width for 
map units, and area for polygons

Washington West 100K map

Faults below 
Minimum length

Map Units below
minimum 
thickness

Logical lumping 
of two map units



STRATEGIES FOR A SEAMLESS STATEWIDE GEOLOGIC COMPILATION

• Design the compilation with the ultimate end product in mind 

• Inconsistency in detail in the meantime is OK.

• Establish minimum thicknesses of units,  area of polygons, and length of mappable
faults in advance.

• Favor accuracy over consistency when digitizing lines.

• Take advantage of GeMS to convey the source and confidence of each contact and 
polygon, and make note of alternate interpretations. 
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